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Indian Texts Comrade YYYAG! Your friend yelled at you the song â€œStop, a moment,
you are beautiful! ". Shouted "hit me, brother!". He asked in what size I should write a
song. I promised to tell him if I found out. All this matter, which I discussed with you, I
recorded on a dictaphone. Because we have been exchanging messages for a long time.

His reaction to this song in the form of a link to the video with the song will also be very
interesting. I tell you: the song has such a structure, when the lines with obscenities,
written as from the opera "Boris Godunov", go in a row, and then a phrase that is

repeated 100 times. With the words "I hate Russians." Alexey, a song about a traffic
jam, a song by the group "Zero" "Khabarniki". AM Church Unicorns and not on

anything you don't go to God's church even on what you donâ€™t go to church let the
one who knows her go all atheists go to God's temple APART! Yes, I promised to tell

you about India. This country is home to over a billion people and is a country of a
thousand religions. Indian music is also interesting and varied in it. What usually makes
Indians sing along? They are going to some holiday. Several hundred people sing songs

for the holiday. Therefore, so that they do not stray, the voice of each of them is
included in the general outline of choral singing. And before singing, everyone calls on
everyone to be silent and stand in a single formation. This is what prayer is. Take, for

example, the song "Gandhi". Or in one of several famous Bhakti Yoga songs. In general,
this tradition is very ancient. And complicated. Having learned all these rituals and,

undoubtedly, under the impression that you are now on the Internet, I recommend that
you watch a short film based on real Indian films. A film about the Buddhist Bhagavad

Gita. The story is told in simple, understandable language. Two things strike me
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